
ABOUT MUMBAI CITY ESSAY

My city Mumbai, which is also the dream city of many people was earlier known as Bombay. The city is a hub of
entertainment and is warm and.

Life here is about following your dreams. Many families have been here for generations, and some of the
younger Dharavi residents even work in white-collar jobs. Life in Mumbai may just be like the life in some
other city, or your city from outside. By the middle of the 17th century the growing power of the Dutch
Empire forced the English to acquire a station in western India. The textile industry in Bombay largely
disappeared after the widespread Great Bombay Textile Strike , in which nearly , workers in more than 50
textile mills went on strike. You may also be interested in the following: life in mumbai essay , article on life
in mumbai How to cite this page Choose cite format:. They are a great place to see how the locals spend their
Sunday evenings, with various food and game stalls. It is also one of the most populous cities in the world
with a population of 21,, as of January  The English were in constant struggle with the Portuguese vying for
hegemony over Bombay, as they recognised its strategic natural harbour and its natural isolation from land
attacks. The population of Mumbai is  They also have to travel long distances to reach their work. Among the
early cities, Mohenjo-daro of the Indus Valley Civilization was the largest, with an estimated population of 41,
, as well as the most developed in many ways, as it was the first to use urban planning, municipal
governments, grid plans, drainage, flush toilets, urban sanitation systems, and sewage systems. The famous
Taj Mahal hotel is located just opposite the Gateway of India. That is why people travelling from various parts
of the world not faces any kind of language constrains in Mumbai like other cities in India. Temperature varies
throughout the year. They do have the differences, negatives and ways. Mumbai is well known for its local
food joints and street food is very popular amongst the citizens. The great man Dadasaheb Phalke was the one
who laid the foundation. Mumbai is a tourist spot for people located in various parts of the world. According
to the treaty, the Seven Islands of Bombay, the nearby strategic town of Bassein and its dependencies were
offered to the Portuguese. The residents of the slums pay rent. Winters are mild in Mumbai because it is
situated in the coastal region but the weather remains pleasant. The cinematic experience for the people started
with the silent film in the various Marathi theaters. And finally as stated earlier, in , the city was renamed
Mumbai by the government of Maharashtra, in keeping with their policy of renaming colonial institutions after
historic local appellations. Hello everyone! Everything in Mumbai carries a high price tag, which may be why
everyone works so hard. Although every part of the country has its regional film industry, Bollywood
continues to enthrall the nation with its winning escapist formula of complete entertainment with typical song
and dance sequences widely popular among foreign audience. Mumbai, capital of Maharashtra and financial
capital of India, home to Bollywood film industry and home to people from all over the country. The local
language spoken here is Marathi but English and Hindi are also spoken fluently. Issues of widespread poverty,
poor public health and high unemployment affect a large section of the population. The Mughal Empire ,
founded in , was the dominant power in the Indian subcontinent during the midth century. Whether it is
because of the fear of discrimination or the fear to accept change, they are certainly more comfortable living
where they are and the surroundings they are familiar with. So a new visitor will not have much trouble. Also,
with little available space to live, Mumbai inhabitants often reside in overcrowded, yet expensive housing,
usually far from workplaces, which leads them to make long commutes on crowded mass transit, or clogged
air polluted roadways. The High Court and the Mumbai University buildings are excellent examples of such
architecture.


